
GETTING YOUR SOUL HAPPY IN GOD 
 

“Beloved, building up yourselves on your most holy faith, praying in the Holy 
Ghost” (Jude 20). 

 
“I began therefore to meditate on the New Testament, from the beginning, 

early in the morning. The first thing I did, after having asked in a few words the 
Lord’s blessing upon His precious Word, was to begin to meditate on the Word of 
God, searching as it were into every verse to get blessing out of it; not for the 
sake of the public ministry of the Word, not for the sake of preaching on what I 
had meditated upon, but for the sake of obtaining food for my own soul. The 
result I have found to be almost invariably this, that after a very few minutes my 
soul has been led to confession, or to thanksgiving, or to intercession, or to 
supplication; so that, though I did not, as it were, give myself to prayer, but to 
meditation, yet it turned almost immediately more or less into prayer. When thus 
I have been for a while making confession or intercession or supplication, or have 
given thanks, I go on to the next words or verse, turning all, as I go on, into prayer 
for myself or others, as the Word may lead to it, but still continually keeping 
before me that food for my own soul is the object of my meditation. The result of 
that is, that there is always a good deal of confession, thanksgiving, supplication, 
or intercession mingled with my meditation, and that my inner man almost 
invariably is even sensibly nourished and strengthened, and that by breakfast 
time, with rare exceptions, I am in a peaceful if not happy state of heart. Thus also 
the Lord is pleased to communicate unto me that which, either very soon after or 
at a later time, I have found to become food for other believers, though it was not 
for the sake of the public ministry of the Word that I gave myself to meditation, 
but for the profit of my own inner man.” —George Müller 

 
“There is a reward for thinking upon His name. ‘A book of remembrance was 

written before him for them that feared the LORD, and that thought upon his 
name’” (Mal. 3:16, emphasis added). 

 
 

Taken from Deep Fire: Daily Challenges for a Burning Heart compiled by Harold 

Vaughan 

 


